Consider the following decision problem. Given a collection of nonoverlapping (but possibly touching) polygons in the plane, is there a proper connected subcollection of it that can be separated from its complement moving as a rigid body, without disturbing the other parts of the collection, and such that the complement is also connected? We show that this decision problem is NP-complete. This had been known to be true without the connectedness requirement, and also with this requirement but in three-dimensional space.
Introduction
This paper studies a variation of the assembly partitioning problem in the plane: given a collection of non-overlapping (but possibly touching) polygons, decide if there is a proper subcollection of it that can be removed as a rigid body without colliding with or disturbing the other parts of the collection, and such that both the subcollection and its complement form connected sets.
The partitioning problem arises in assembly planning, where a sequence of (possibly simultaneous) assembly motions are sought to bring separated parts into their relative goal positions in an assembly. It has been proved 8] that in its most general form, assembly planning is PSPACE-hard. In practice, however, most real assemblies can be constructed with monotone two-handed assembly plans rigid subassemblies to make a larger one that stays rigid for the rest of the plan. For instance, the assembly in Figure 1 (a) can be constructed with a monotone two-handed plan, while the assembly in Figure 1 (b) cannot.
Since assembly is the reverse of disassembly, a monotone two-handed assembly plan can be found by partitioning the assembly { removing a rigid subassembly { and then partitioning each of the two subassemblies, etc., and nally reversing the motions. Thus partitioning is the key to assembly planning in this case.
Recent work has presented polynomial-time partitioning algorithms in special cases. Arkin, Connelly and Mitchell 1] give an algorithm to partition assemblies of polygons if the separating motions are limited to single in nite translations. Wilson 14] presented algorithms to partition assemblies of polyhedra, where the separating motions are either in nite translations or in nitesimal rigid motions (the latter identifying a superset of the removable subassemblies for general separating motions). In nitesimal rigid motions are also treated in 3]. Snoeyink and Stol 12] present an assembly of convex polyhedra that cannot be partitioned. Other related geometric separation problems are studied in 4, 9, 10, 13].
In 6, 7, 16] it was shown that the partitioning problem for polygons in the plane is NP-complete. Let us remark here that the corresponding decision problem in space was known before 15] to be NP-complete. The construction given in 6, 7, 16] extended to some interesting variants of the problem, including the case where all motions are restricted to translations, and the case where all vertices of the polygons belong to an N N grid (N is then the size of the problem) and all translations are by one unit up, down, left or right (no rotations). The reduction for hardness was from 3-Satis ability.
The question was posed in 6, 7, 16] whether the problem remains NP-complete if we restrict the possible subassemblies to being such that they are connected and their complement is connected. A collection of polygons is considered connected if the subset of the plane that the polygons jointly occupy is connected. A polygon is considered to be closed, so that our de nition means that the interiors of the polygons are not allowed to intersect and connectedness comes as a result of touching boundaries only. The motivation behind this constraint is that in practice connected assemblies are easier to grasp and manipulate.
In this paper we give a construction which is quite di erent from that in 6, 7, 16] and which answers this question in the a rmative. Let us also point out that this construction constitutes an alternative proof for all results given in 6, 7, 16].
The Reduction
Let us state the decision problem formally.
Planar Partitioning into Connected Subassemblies (PPCS). Given a set
A of non-overlapping polygons in the plane, decide if there is a proper subset S of A that can be separated from AnS by a collision-free rigid motion of S, and such that both S and AnS are connected.
We show that PPCS is a NP-complete problem. That it is a problem in the complexity class NP is easy: a non-deterministic algorithm \guesses" S, checks whether S and AnS are both connected, and, if yes, checks whether S can be moved away to in nity without overlapping with AnS. Both the connectedness test and the collision-free removal test can be done in polynomial time 11] .
The proof that PPCS is a NP-hard problem is by reduction from the NPcomplete problem of 3-Satis ability (3-SAT). An instance of 3-SAT consists of a set of clauses C = fc 1 ; : : :; c m g on a set of boolean variables U = fu 1 ; : : :; u n g, where each clause is a disjunction of three terms. A term is either a variable u j or its negation u j . For example clause c 1 may be the disjunction u 2 _ u 15 _ u 20 . The problem is to decide whether there is an assignment U 7 ?! fTRUE; FALSEg that makes all the clauses true. It is well known 2] that 3-SAT is a NP-complete problem.
For any instance of 3-SAT we construct in polynomial time in m an instance of PPCS (that is, a speci c collection A of polygons) for which the answer is YES if and only if the answer to the 3-SAT instance is YES. In other words, we construct a collection A of polygons which can be partitioned into S and AnS (both connected) such that S can be removed if and only if the given instance of 3-SAT is satis able.
First let us say a few words about how the gures that we present should be read. The only kind of polygons that we use are either rectangular boxes or collections of straight line segments of varying thickness. The assumption is that any two lines are rigidly connected to each other (that is they are parts of the same polygon) if and only if they touch each other in the drawing and they have the same thickness. In Figure 2 for example this means that the straight line segments da and ab are rigidly connected while ab and bc are not. Also, any two lines that appear to touch each other in the drawing, do so. 
A Basic Selection Mechanism
Let us start with Figure 2 . In it we show an assembly of 3 polygons: the rectangles A and B and the fork-like collection of straight line segments which are all part of the same polygon, which we call F. Assume now that F is forced to move to the left. It is easy to see that this is not possible unless A or B or both follow it. Indeed, assume that the collection does not move as a whole and, say, B stays in its place. Then A has to move along with F as a rigid body according to the requirements of the problem. The motion is done as follows: rst they both move forward until the rear T-shaped end of F reaches rectangle B, then they both move vertically upwards for distance equal to 0:1 so that the lower end of the T-shaped end is above B, then they move forward until the T-shaped end reaches the front of rectangle B, then they move vertically downwards by 0:1 and nally they continue to move forward, having passed the obstacle B forever. A crucial property of this assembly is that the height (distance of points f and g) of the T-shaped end of F is, say, 1:1 while the distance of the two rectangles A and B is 1. This means that, assuming again that B stays in its place, A and F only have to move upwards by 0:1 in order to be separated from B. Notice also that during this motion F and A remain connected, since they touch at point b.
Enforcing an Assignment
Let us now focus our attention to a speci c clause, say c = u j _ u k _ u l . There are exactly 7 assignments to the variables u j ; u k ; u l that make this clause true, the only one which makes it false being u j = TRUE; u k = TRUE; u l = FALSE. And let us again focus our attention to one of those 7 assignments, say u j = TRUE; u k = FALSE; u l = TRUE.
For this assignment we construct a mechanism, shown in Figure 3 , which en- forces it. Let us make clear what we mean by that. There are exactly 8 polygons in that gure: the 6 rectangles labelled u j ; u k ; u l ; u j ; u k ; u l , the Walls polygon (the thick lines shown) and the Fork polygon (thin lines).
We assume, as we may, that the walls remain stationary. (Indeed, given any admissible sequence of rigid motions that separates a subcollection of our collection from its complement, one can transform it to an admissible sequence of rigid motions that leave any desired polygon xed, throughout the motion.) Then clearly the only way that any part can move out is when the fork moves to the left, as shown by the horizontal arrow. The fork, moving to the left, has to drag along at least one of the rectangles u j ; u j , one of the rectangles u k ; u k and one of the rectangles u l ; u l , as explained when discussing Figure 2 (Section 2.1) .
The fork ends in 3 horizontal T shaped parts, all of them as described in Section 2.1. We assume that the distance of the end of each of these parts from the corresponding pair of rectangles is 10j, 10k and 10l respectively. This means that (assume j < k < l), as the fork is moving to the left, it will rst need to raise or lower itself by 0:1 when the T-shaped end reaches the u j rectangles. But at that moment the other two T-shaped ends are still away from their respective rectangles and thus we need not be concerned with them. Thus, the fact that the three T-shaped ends initially have very di erent distances (equal to 10j; 10k and 10l) from the corresponding rectangles allows us to move the fork up or down independently for each of the variables j; k; l.
Let us also point out that, since the distance between any two rectangles corresponding to the same variable is 1, the fork can move up or down by 0:1 (this is how much it needs to move for the T-shaped end to bypass a rectangle) without any collisions. Notice that those rectangles that are staying behind stay connected to the walls. Those rectangles that are moving with the fork keep touching it all the time at their leftmost edge, since according to our requirements all the parts that move, move as if rigidly connected to each other.
Along the vertical line L we have erected several barriers that restrict the motion of the fork. The lowest gap (between points a and b) is exactly 0:2 wide, to allow the fork to move up or down no more than it needs for the T-shaped ends to bypass the rectangles. The gaps G j ; G k and G l are such that the fork can only move out of them if the rectangles labelled u j ; u k and u l do not follow the fork. But since at least one rectangle of each variable has to move, it follows that exactly the rectangles labelled u j ; u k and u l move with the fork. The gaps are such that these rectangles can pass through them.
We have demonstrated that the mechanism of Figure 3 can only be separated if the fork along with the rectangles labelled u j ; u k ; u l are the only parts that move. Furthermore, the fork never moves up or down by more than 0:1 from its original position. We say that this mechanism enforces the assignment u j = TRUE; u k = FALSE, and u l = TRUE. 
Satisfying the Clauses
Next we stack together on top of each other (as shown in Figure 4 ) the 7 mechanisms that correspond to the 7 di erent assignments that make the clause in question, say again c = u j _ u k _ u l , true. The forks of all 7 assignments are joined (not rigidly) via a, yet to be described, connection mechanism C to a horizontal bar B. The bar B is shown at the bottom of Figure 4 . All the fat lines (walls, assignment boxes and their backbones but not the forks) are rigidly connected to each other. The functional description of the connection mechanism C is the following. It allows the bar B to move to the left only if at least one of the forks that enter each mechanism C from the right, moves along with it. But, because the forks that enter C at each assignment box correspond to pairwise incompatible assignments (of a certain clause), at most one of these forks is allowed to move. Thus, for each clause of c 1 ; : : :; c m there is exactly one valid assignment chosen at its corresponding stack of seven boxes.
For each xed j we have many rectangle pairs labelled u j ; u j in our collection. We have to ensure that in every occurence of such a rectangle pair it is always the same of the two rectangles that moves. That is, either all u j rectangles move, or all u j rectangles move, so that the local assignments in each box are restrictions of a global assignment to the variables u 1 ; : : : ; u n . This is automatic since at each occurence of a rectangle pair for the variable u j the length from the end of the T-shaped fork to the rectangles is always the same and equal to 10j. Consequently, the forks have to move up or down at the same time for all such rectangles, resulting in the same choice of u j (if they move down) or u j (if they move up), for each occurence of a u j ; u j rectangle pair. (Remember that all moving parts perform the same motion so that all forks move together up or down.)
Thus, the bar B can move out of the rest of the assembly, dragging several other polygons with it, if and only if there is an assignment to the variables that satis es all the clauses. This is done, as described in Section 2.1, by moving to the left and sometimes also moving up or down by 0:1 until all the forks have moved past the connection mechanisms C, and then moving vertically downwards to be completely separated from the rest of the assembly, which remains connected. The distance between points a and b in Figure 4 is large enough to accommodate the whole length of the fork.
The Connection Mechanism C
We still have to describe how the connection mechanism C works. It is shown in Figure 5 . It is a straightforward generalization of the basic selection mechanism shown in Figure 2 . That mechanism allowed the choice of one or both of the rectangles A and B to move along with the fork. We repeat that selection mechanism in a binary tree of depth 3. Note that each of the rectangles shown is connected rigidly to the straight line segment to its right, as the line thicknesses indicate. If part B, which is shown to the left, moves in the direction of the horizontal arrow, then at least one of the 8 \inputs" to the right will move with it. We have enclosed ( Figure 5 ) in a closed dashed line all the parts that move if we choose input 3 to move along with B. Input 8 of this mechanism is never used; it can for example be joined rigidly to the walls so that it cannot move.
In each node of the binary tree we have a copy of the basic selection mechanism of Figure 2 . It is then easy to prove inductively that if the \root" B moves to the left then at least one of the leaves moves with it. The moving parts are all connected and the remaining parts are all connected to the remaining leaves, which in turn are connected to the stationary walls. These remaining leaves correspond to the assignments that cannot move out of their boxes. The dimensions here must be such that the vertical dimension of each of the rectangles shown in Figure 5 is at least as large as the vertical dimension of each of the assignment boxes of Figure  4 . That assignment box must also be placed at the same height as the rectangle.
Again the distances from the rectangles to the T-shaped ends should be di erent (by at least 10) for each node of the tree (this is not shown in Figure 5 ), so that the selection for each node happens at a di erent time, and thus all combinations of selections can happen. Since there are 7 nodes for each such tree and m clauses we need 7m distinct distances, say d 1 ; : : :; d 7m . These numbers must also be di erent from the lengths that we used in the boxes, that is they must be di erent from To repeat, more generally, there are several copies of the basic selection mechanism of Figure 2 throughout the construct that we have described. To go through one of them the corresponding fork and, because of the required rigidity of motion, the whole moving subassembly has to move up or down by 0:1 (the geometry of these selection mechanisms is the same everywhere). There are some groups of those selection mechanism for which we want to ensure that it is always the same rectangle that moves, for instance the selection mechanisms corresponding to a speci c variable u j , but apart from those we want to ensure independence of choice. For instance we want that, for two di erent variables u j and u k , all selections are possible. As another example of that, we want any two basic selection mechanisms, used by connection mechanisms C, to be able to move independently up or down. To ensure the above it su ces, as we have explained, that any two forks we want to move independently have T-shaped-end-lengths di ering by at least 10 (the length of a rectangle in the basic selection mechanism being 3) and any two forks that we want to bind to each other (to move together up or down) have the same T-shaped-end-length.
We have constructed a collection of polygons which can be partitioned into two connected subcollections if and only if the given instance of 3-SAT is satis able. Since this construction can obviously be carried out in polynomial time, we have shown the decision problem PPCS to be NP-complete.
